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sharia versus freedom the legacy of islamic - andrew g bostom is the editor of the highly acclaimed the legacy of jihad
islamic holy war and the fate of non muslims and of the legacy of islamic antisemitism from sacred texts to solemn history
he is the author of sharia versus freedom the legacy of islamic totalitarianism he has also published articles and
commentary on islam in the washington times national review online revue, communities voices and insights
washington times - this saturday some 100 000 iranian exiles will descend on paris for the annual free iran gathering
sponsored by the national council of resistance of iran, islam the religion of the easily offended - don t make the muslims
angry the world s one billion muslims whose delicate emotions are always infuriated by something enforce an islamic status
quo in which no non muslim dares to violate the muslim superiority complex, tertium quids freedom prosperity radio freedom prosperity radio is virginia s only syndicated political talk radio show we advocate for limited government free
markets and free people freedom prosperity radio is a weekend talk show about political issues important to virginians we
focus on the free market solutions for better schools better roads lower taxes and smaller government with the most
renowned experts from, will turkey repeat genocide of christians wnd - leo hohmann is a news editor for wnd he has
been a reporter and editor at several suburban newspapers in the atlanta and charlotte north carolina areas and also served
as managing editor of, furies over immigration sightings martin marty - as the nation braces for the inauguration of a
president who ran and won in part on an anti immigrant platform martin marty writes a column on this very topic taking note
of the statements from the archbishop of chicago blase cupich as well as the nominee for attorney general, moderation
criticism exposition expos s - moderation criticism exposition expos s david aaronovitch catholics try rather
unconvincingly to show how conferring sainthood is different in principle to the pagan apotheosis the process that made
claudius for instance into a god but the distinction doesn t quite wash, how did new atheism fail so miserably slate star
codex - islam became relevant is the long and short of it suddenly a different ox was being gored by strident atheism and it
was an ox progressivism was a lot less interested in goring, rumours of war bloodthirsty murderers rumbled western tony blair a liar and a coward war is the greatest interest bearing debt generator known to mankind war is murder for profit
unicef say 5000 iraqi children are dying every month stop sanctions now to save the lives of innocent fellow countrymen
western rulers must stop military invasions occupation and covert operations now, http audio commonwealthclub org
audio podcast weekly xml - , the rumor mill news reading room breaking stories - alternative news and views reported
by agents around the world 24 hours a day
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